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  Delphi Collected Works of Blaise Pascal (Illustrated) Blaise
Pascal,2020-06-15 The French seventeenth century philosopher,
Blaise Pascal was also a mathematician, physicist and master of
prose. A child prodigy, Pascal had numerous interests and an
innovative, untiring mind, making a significant contribution to a
range of fields and studies. He laid the foundation for the modern
theory of probabilities, formulating what came to be known as
Pascal’s principle of pressure. He also propagated a religious
doctrine that taught the experience of God through the heart
rather than reason. An important mathematician, he went on to
strongly influence the development of modern economics and
social science. Pascal's most celebrated work is ‘Pensées’
(Thoughts), a collection of fragments left unfinished at his early
death. It is a treatise on spirituality, representing a defense of the
Christian religion, introducing the famous concept of Pascal's
wager. This comprehensive eBook presents Pascal’s collected
(almost complete) works, with numerous illustrations, rare texts,
informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material.
(Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Pascal’s
life and works * Concise introductions to the texts * All of the
major works, with individual contents tables * Multiple translations
of ‘Pensées’ * Features rare treatises appearing for the first time in
digital publishing, including George Pearce’s seminal translations
of uncollected ‘Thoughts’ * Excellent formatting of the texts * Rare
letters and fragments, available in no other recollection * Special
criticism section, with four essays evaluating Pascal’s contribution
to philosophy * Features two biographies – discover Pascal’s
incredible life * Scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order
and genres Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through
our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: The Books Essay on Conics
(1639) (Tr. Frances Marguerite Clarke) The Provincial Letters
(1657) (Tr. Thomas M’Crie) On the Geometrical Spirit (1658) (Tr.
Orlando Williams Wight) On the Art of Persuasion (1658) (Tr.
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Orlando Williams Wight) Thoughts (1670) (Tr. Charles K. Paul and
William Finlayson Trotter) Thoughts on Eloquence and Style (Tr.
George Pearce) Miscellaneous Thoughts (Tr. George Pearce)
Thoughts on the Jesuits and the Jansenists (Tr. George Pearce)
Thoughts and Notes for the Provincial Letters (Tr. George Pearce)
On the Pope and the Church (Tr. George Pearce) Conversation on
Religion (Tr. George Pearce) Letters and Minor Works (Tr. Mary L.
Booth and Orlando Williams Wight) The Criticism Port Royal and
the Jesuits: Blaise Pascal (1866) Pascal (1898) by Leslie Stephen
Pascal (1900) by William Cleaver Wilkinson Pascal (1916) by John
Cowper Powys The Biographies Pascal (1878) by John Tulloch
Blaise Pascal (1911) by George Chrystal Please visit
www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting
titles or to purchase this eBook as a Parts Edition of individual
eBooks
  Pensees Blaise Pascal,2003-05-29 Blaise Pascal, the
precociously brilliant contemporary of Descartes, was a gifted
mathematician and physicist, but it is his unfinished apologia for
the Christian religion upon which his reputation now rests. The
Penseés is a collection of philosohical fragments, notes and essays
in which Pascal explores the contradictions of human nature in
pscyhological, social, metaphysical and - above all - theological
terms. Mankind emerges from Pascal's analysis as a wretched and
desolate creature within an impersonal universe, but who can be
transformed through faith in God's grace.
  A Piece of the Mountain Joyce McPherson,1995-01-01 A
biography of one of the most important scientists and
mathematicians of the 1600's. Not only was he a brilliant scientist,
but he was converted to Christianity as an adult and became a
devoted apologist for the Christian faith. Of special interest to
home schooling families, this book recounts the recognition by
Pascal's father of his remarkable talents and the provisions he
made for his son's education - one of the earliest and most
successful examples of home schooling! For Christians, the
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account of Pascal's conversion is particularly moving as well as
Pascal's immediate response to share the Gospel with his father,
his sister and even with the nobleman who was his financial
patron. This book is written on a 5th-6th grade reading level, but
younger children will enjoy having it read out loud to them.
  Thoughts Blaise Pascal,1910
  Blaise Pascal Mary Ann Caws,2017-05-15 Few people have
had as many influences on as many different fields as true
Renaissance man Blaise Pascal. At once a mathematician,
philosopher, theologian, physicist, and engineer, Pascal’s
discoveries, experiments, and theories helped usher in a modern
world of scientific thought and methodology. In this singular book
on this singular genius, distinguished scholar Mary Ann Caws
explores the rich contributions of this extraordinary thinker,
interweaving his writings and discoveries with an account of his
life and career and the wider intellectual world of his time. Caws
takes us back to Pascal’s youth, when he was a child prodigy first
engaging mathematics through the works of mathematicians such
as Father Mersenne. She describes his early scientific experiments
and his construction of mechanical calculating machines; she looks
at his correspondence with important thinkers such as René
Descartes and Pierre de Fermat; she surveys his many inventions,
such as the first means of public transportation in Paris; and she
considers his later religious exaltations in works such as the
“Memorial.” Along the way, Caws examines Pascal’s various
modes of writing—whether he is arguing with the strict puritanical
modes of church politics, assuming the personality of a naïve
provincial trying to understand the Jesuitical approach, offering
pithy aphorisms in the Pensées, or meditating on thinking about
thinking itself. Altogether, this book lays side by side many
aspects of Pascal’s life and work that are seldom found in a single
volume: his religious motivations and faith, his scientific passions,
and his practical savvy. The result is a comprehensive but easily
approachable account of a fascinating and influential figure.
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  Pensées Blaise Pascal,
  Pensées and Other Writings Blaise Pascal,2020-04-23 For
much of his life Pascal (1623-62) worked on a magnum opus which
was never published in its intended form. Instead, he left a mass
of fragments, some of them meant as notes for the Apologie.
These were to become known as the Pensées, and they occupy a
crucial place in Western philosophy and religious writing. Pascal's
general intention was to confound scepticism about metaphysical
questions. Some of the Pensées are fully developed literary
reflections on the human condition,, some contradict others, and
some remain jottings whose meaning will never be clear. The most
important are among the most powerful aphorisms about human
experience and behaviour ever written in any language. This
translation is the only one based on the Pensées as Pascal left
them. It includes the principal dossiers classified by Pascal, as well
as the essential portion of the important Writings on Grace. A
detailed thematic index gives access to Pascal's areas of concern,
while the selection of texts and the introduction help to show why
Pascal changed the plan of his projected work before abandoning
the book he might have written. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100
years Oxford World's Classics has made available the widest range
of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume
reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most
accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including
expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify
the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much
more.
  Pensées Blaise Pascal,Roger Ariew,2005-03-15 This eloquent
and philosophically astute translation is the first complete English
translation based on the Sellier edition of Pascal's manuscript,
widely accepted as the manuscript that is closest to the version
Pascal left behind on his death in 1662. A brief history of the text,
a select bibliography of primary and secondary sources, a
chronology of Pascal’s life and works, concordances between the
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Sellier and Lafuma editions of the original, and an index are
provided.
  Human Happiness Blaise Pascal,2008-08-07 Created by the
seventeenth-century philosopher and mathematician Pascal, the
essays contained in Human Happiness are a curiously optimistic
look at whether humans can ever find satisfaction and real joy in
life – or whether a belief in God is a wise gamble at best.
Throughout history, some books have changed the world. They
have transformed the way we see ourselves – and each other.
They have inspired debate, dissent, war and revolution. They have
enlightened, outraged, provoked and comforted. They have
enriched lives – and destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the
works of the great thinkers, pioneers, radicals and visionaries
whose ideas shook civilization and helped make us who we are.
  Pensées Blaise Pascal,2005 Roger Ariew masterfully renders
the oddities of seventeenth-century French vocabulary and syntax
in this eloquent and philosophically astute translation -- the first
complete English translation based on the Sellier edition of
Pascal's manuscript, widely accepted as the version closest to
what Pascal intended.
  Making Sense of It All Thomas V. Morris,1992-10-06 Thomas
V. Morris discusses life, death, religion, the nature of faith and
more. This captivating book is ideal both for thoughtful unbelievers
who consider Christianity unreasonable, and Christians wanting to
know how to share their faith with sceptics. Writing in an
engaging, conversational style, Morris takes an intriguing new look
at the big questions that keep coming up -- questions about life,
death, God, religion, the nature of faith, the formation of an
adequate worldview, and the meaning of life. Morris explores
these kinds of questions in an earnest yet thoroughly entertaining
and easily readable way, relating numerous personal anecdotes,
incorporating intriguing material from the films of Woody Allen and
the journals of Tolstoy, and using the writings of the seventeenth-
century genius Blaise Pascal as a central guide.
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  The Thought of Blaise Pascal Blaise Pascal,1905
  Blaise Pascal D. Adamson,1994-12-19 This chronological
survey explores Pascal's (162362) achievement as mathematician,
physicist and religious thinker; it also has a chapter on his life. His
work on conic sections, the probability calculus, number theory,
cycloid curves and hydrostatics is considered in detail. Analyses of
the Provincial Letters and the Thoughts bring out the many
distinctive features, thematicnn and technical, of each text.
Pascal's lesser known works are also studied. There is a chapter on
the Wager argument. A wide-ranging bibliography completes the
book.
  The Other Pascals John J. Conley S.J.,2019-04-30 There have
been many studies analyzing the philosophy of Blaise Pascal, but
this book is the first full-length study of the philosophies of his
sisters, Jacqueline Pascal and Gilberte Pascal Périer, and his niece,
Marguerite Périer. While these women have long been presented
as the disciples, secretaries, correspondents, and nurses of their
brother and uncle, each woman developed a distinctive philosophy
that is more than auxiliary to the thought of Blaise Pascal. The
unique philosophical voice of each Pascal woman is studied in The
Other Pascals. As the headmistress of the Port-Royal convent
school, Jacqueline Pascal made important contributions to the
philosophy of education. Gilberte Pascal Périer wrote the first
philosophical biographies of Blaise and Jacqueline. Marguerite
Périer defended freedom of conscience against coercion by
political and religious superiors. Each of these women authors
speaks in a gendered voice, emphasizing the right of women to
develop a philosophical and theological culture and to resist
commands to blind obedience by paternal, political, or
ecclesiastical authorities. The Other Pascals will be of keen interest
to readers interested in early modern philosophy, history,
literature, and religion. The book will also appeal to those with an
interest in women’s studies and French studies.
  Pascal's Pensees Blaise Pascal,2018-06-29 Pascal's Pensees by
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Blaise Pascal It might seem that about Blaise Pascal, and about the
two works on which his fame is founded, everything that there is
to say had been said. The details of his life are as fully known as
we can expect to know them; his mathematical and physical
discoveries have been treated many times; his religious sentiment
and his theological views have been discussed again and again;
and his prose style has been analysed by French critics down to
the finest particular. But Pascal is one of those writers who will be
and who must be studied afresh by men in every generation. It is
not he who changes, but we who change. It is not our knowledge
of him that increases, but our world that alters and our attitudes
towards it. The history of human opinions of Pascal and of men of
his stature is a part of the history of humanity. That indicates his
permanent importance. We are delighted to publish this classic
book as part of our extensive Classic Library collection. Many of
the books in our collection have been out of print for decades, and
therefore have not been accessible to the general public. The aim
of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast
reservoir of literature, and our view is that this is a significant
literary work, which deserves to be brought back into print after
many decades. The contents of the vast majority of titles in the
Classic Library have been scanned from the original works. To
ensure a high quality product, each title has been meticulously
hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided by a
desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as
possible to ownership of the original work. We hope that you will
enjoy this wonderful classic work, and that for you it becomes an
enriching experience.
  Pensées Blaise Pascal,2021-02-26 Blaise Pascal (1623-1662)
was a French mathematician, physicist, and religious philosopher,
who laid the foundation for the modern theory of probabilities. The
Pensées are made up of some 800 fragments, that have proven to
be an enduring masterpiece since their initial publication in 1670.
This volume is a translation of Philippe Sellier's edition of Pascal's
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Pensées, in addition to two shorter texts, the Exchange with M. de
Sacy and The Life of Monsieur Pascal by Pascal's sister, Gilberte
Périer. In addition to a Preface and an Introduction, there is a
comprehensive apparatus criticus. The text was originally
produced by a team of international Pascal scholars, who
translated individual sections and was revised by the General
Editor. The introduction situates the Sellier edition in the history of
Pascal scholarship and highlights the advance its reordering of the
fragments and of the folders or bundles represents, both the
translation itself and the notes allow for a deeper reading of the
text. It not only gives English readers a version of the authoritative
Sellier edition of the collection of reflections known as The
Pensées, it also proposes material which help assess the
philosopher's significance and the originality of his thought. On the
whole, this translation gives a comprehensive view of the progress
of Pascal's intended Apology of the Christian Religion as well as of
other writings on related topics. It also provides today's readers
with a challenging set of arguments, prayer, and quotations from
Scripture, and even the record of a mystical experience, known as
the Memorial. It highlights all facets of Pascal's genius, his
familiarity with Scripture combined with a talent for controversy,
irony mixed with fervor, and altogether the production of an
intriguing and challenging writer and thinker.
  Blaise Pascal on Duplicity, Sin, and the Fall William
Wood,William Dalton Wood,2013-07-04 This book explains Pascal's
understanding of the cognitive consequences of the Fall. For
Pascal, the self is a fiction, constructed from without by an already
duplicitous world. Drawing on the Pensées, William Wood
demonstrates, by exegetical argument and constructive example,
that 'Pascalian' theology is both possible and fruitful.
  Why Read Pascal? Paul J. Griffiths,2021-05-07 Blaise Pascal
(1623-1662) is known in the English-speaking world principally for
the wager (an argument that it is rational to do what will affect
belief in God and irrational not to), and, more generally, for the
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Pensées, a collection of philosophical and theological fragments of
unusual emotional and intellectual intensity collected and
published after his death. He thought and wrote, however, about
much more than this: mathematics; physics; grace, freedom, and
predestination; the nature of the church; the Christian life; what it
is to write and read; the order of things; the nature and purpose of
human life; and more. He was among the polymaths of the
seventeenth century, and among the principal apologists of his
time for the Catholic faith, against both its Protestant opponents
and its secular critics. Why Read Pascal? engages all the major
topics of Pascal's theological and philosophical writing. It provides
discussion of Pascal's literary style, his linked understandings of
knowledge and of the various orders of things, his anthropology
(with special attention to his presentation of affliction, death, and
boredom), his politics, and his understanding of the relation
between Christianity and Judaism. Pascal emerges as a literary
stylist of a high order, a witty and polemical writer (never have the
Jesuits been more thoroughly eviscerated), and, perhaps above all
else, as someone concerned to show to Christianity's cultured
despisers that the fabric of their own lives implies the truth of
Christianity if only they can be brought to look at what their lives
are like. Why Read Pascal? is the first book in English in a
generation to engage all the principal themes in Pascal's theology
and philosophy. The book takes Pascal seriously as an interlocutor
and as a contributor of continuing relevance to Catholic thought;
but it also offers criticisms of some among the positions he takes,
showing, in doing so, how lively his writing remains for us now.
  Blaise Pascal Marvin R. O'Connell,1997 Blaise Pascal
(1623-1662), mathematician, physicist, inventor, and religious
thinker was a man at odds with his time. The optimism of the
Enlightenment and the belief among philosophers and scientists
that the universe was both discoverable and rational made them
feel invincible. Reason alone, declared the intellectuals, could
discover a God of natural religion that was to replace the God of
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traditional Christianity. Pascal, on the other hand, was not so
confident. In his Pens es, he wrote, The eternal silence of these
infinite spaces fills me with dread. For Pascal, the universe was full
of a mystery that went far beyond the powers of reason. Blaise
Pascal: Reasons of the Heart, the latest addition to Eerdmans
LIBRARY OF RELIGIOUS BIOGRAPHY series, captures Pascal's life
and times with a chronicle narrative based on the published
sources and Pascal's own works. Marvin O'Connell takes readers
on an eloquent journey into Pascal's world, showing the passion
that drove the man and the radical spirituality he sought in his
own heart. In the process, O'Connell also illumines the social,
political, and religious intrigue of seventeenth-century Paris,
especially the winner-take-all struggle between the Jesuits and the
Jansenists, with whom Pascal himself was allied. Written in an
enjoyable style accessible to all, this meticulously researched
biography will acquaint readers with the life and thought of Blaise
Pascal, a remarkable human being and luminous Christian thinker.
  Selected "Pensees" and Provincial Letters/Pensees et
Provinciales choisies Blaise Pascal,2014-05-05 DIVThe only dual-
language edition available of these works features highlights from
Pensées, focusing on their secular aspects and popular epigrams,
and Provincial Letters, which showcases the author's satirical wit,
righteous indignation, and effervescent style. /div

Whispering the Secrets of Language: An Mental Journey through
Blaise Pascal Collection Books

In a digitally-driven world where displays reign great and instant
conversation drowns out the subtleties of language, the profound
strategies and psychological subtleties hidden within phrases
usually get unheard. However, set within the pages of Blaise
Pascal Collection Books a fascinating literary value pulsing with
natural thoughts, lies an exceptional quest waiting to be
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undertaken. Published by a skilled wordsmith, that wonderful opus
invites visitors on an introspective trip, delicately unraveling the
veiled truths and profound influence resonating within ab muscles
material of each and every word. Within the emotional depths with
this touching evaluation, we can embark upon a genuine
exploration of the book is primary subjects, dissect their charming
writing type, and fail to the effective resonance it evokes heavy
within the recesses of readers hearts.
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